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Background 

• Although some deaf individuals face obstacles when 

it comes to learning to read, those that become 

skilled readers are able to read more efficiently than 

reading-level matched hearing people1,2,3,4

• Skilled deaf readers extract information from a larger 

area to the right of fixation while reading 1,2 (i.e., they 

have a larger rightward word identification span5) 

• No research has independently examined the 

leftward span,  which may be larger for deaf signers 

because of experience with ASL, a visual language 

in which one-handed signs are produced by the 

dominant (in most cases, right) hand and are 

therefore viewed in the left visual field 

• Understanding the unique reading process of skilled 

deaf readers allows for more appropriate and helpful 

reading strategies to be taught to deaf individuals

Hypothesis

• Deaf readers will show a larger word identification 

span to the left of fixation than hearing readers 

matched on reading ability

○ If true, this would suggest skilled deaf readers 

make use of information that hearing readers 

largely ignore in order to read more efficiently 

Methods

• 38 participants (20 hearing, 18 deaf), target is 24 of 

each group

• Matched on years in college, age, and reading 

comprehension (Peabody Individual Achievement 

Test-Revised; PIAT-R), see Table 1

• 2 (hearing status) x 6 (window size) mixed factorial 

design

• Gaze contingent moving window paradigm (Fig. 1)

• L1, L4, L7, L10, L13; always 8 characters to the right

• Full condition (no window) to test normal reading rates

Preliminary Results
• For hearing readers, the largest significant increase 

in reading rate between conditions was between the 

L1 and L4 conditions, suggesting they have a 

leftward span size of 4 characters (Fig. 2, Table 2)

• For deaf readers, the largest significant difference 

between conditions was between the L7 and L10 

conditions, suggesting they have a leftward span size 

of 10 characters (Fig. 2, Table 3)

• Deaf readers read significantly faster than hearing 

readers in the full condition (Table 1)

Conclusions
• These findings suggest that deaf readers do have a 

larger leftward word identification span than hearing 

readers

• Skilled deaf readers make use of information that 

hearing readers largely ignore to read more efficiently
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Figure 1. An example of the gaze-contingent moving widow paradigm. The * represents the part of the 

sentence at which the eye is currently looking, and the bottom line shows the full sentence. 

Scan to see video example of gaze-

contingent moving window

Figure 2. Plotted results of the reading rates (words per minute) of deaf and hearing groups at each window size

Table 2. Results of linear mixed effects models for the hearing group and the interaction 
between the two groups. Significant effects are bolded.

Table 3. Results of linear mixed effect model for deaf group only. 
Significant effects are bolded.

Table 1. Demographic information for the deaf and hearing groups. Reading 

rate and percent regressions are based on the average reading rate of the 

groups in the “full” (no mask) condition. Values given are the mean with the 

standard deviation in parentheses for the two groups, and the p-value for the 
difference between the two. Significant differences are bolded.

If deaf readers’ reading rate continues 

to increase, they would have a larger 

span than hearing readers
If hearing readers’ 

reading rate plateaus at 

4 characters, this is their 

span size
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